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W
ith the recent advances in

local feature representations,

visual vocabulary is now

widely used in many com-

puter vision tasks such as image and video

search, scene recognition, and object categori-

zation. Visual vocabulary quantizes local fea-

tures into visual words, and then indexes

images into words for online access. This bag-

of-words (BoW) model—which is robust in

photographing variances such as occlusion,

viewpoint, illumination, and scale—converts

image search into document retrieval, making

it possible to use related techniques such as

term frequency and inverse document fre-

quency (TF-IDF).1

In this work, we present an unsupervised vo-

cabulary hierarchy optimization and transfer

framework designed to build an optimized

vocabulary hierarchy to achieve efficiency, pre-

cision, and flexibility. Our work is deployed

with the vocabulary tree (VT) model2 and can

be applied to other models.3,4 To optimize hier-

archical quantization, we present a density-

based metric learning (DML) algorithm that

refines the similarity metric without supervi-

sion to enhance middle-level node discrimina-

tion. We treat the optimized vocabulary as a

vertical-order, candidate-rejection chain5 to im-

prove ranking efficiency and effectiveness over

previous methods.2,6

To adapt our optimized vocabulary to data-

base variances without model-regeneration

cost, we designed a vocabulary-tree shift (VT

shift) algorithm to transfer vocabulary across

different databases or within an incremental

database. The algorithm is especially suitable

for large-scale applications, such as online image

search and scene recognition. We have dep-

loyed our framework on a large-scale, location-

recognition system called Photo2Search, which

employs near-duplicate retrieval for real-time,

city-scale location recognition in Seattle.

In contrast to our previous work,7 we have

extended our VT shift algorithm for incremen-

tal databases, with a new adaptation-trigger cri-

terion that relies on estimating the Kullback-

Leibler (KL)-diversity of the new data over the

DML field. In addition, we have conducted

more extensive experiments in comparison to

state-of-the-art research.4,6

Investigating vocabulary hierarchy
Compared to single-level vocabulary con-

struction, hierarchical vocabulary can signifi-

cantly accelerate online search.2,6 Using a w

branches, m words VT model2 of (logw(m) hier-

archical levels, the search cost is O(n � w �
logw(m)) to rank similarity for an image of n

local features. In contrast, with a single-level

vocabulary model, the cost is O(n � m). How-

ever, there are problems in gaining such

acceleration.

The denser regions in feature distribution

generally correspond to more generic image

patches, and the sparser regions are usually

more discriminative. Figure 1 shows that words

containing more local features are generally

contributed by more images, and hence less dis-

criminative. Intuitively, to produce good visual

words, the denser regions in feature distribu-

tion should be more coarsely quantized, and

vice versa.
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However, the goal of producing better visual

words is contradicted with the current quanti-

zation, in which such words are indeed quan-

tized more precisely with shorter quantization

steps. Indeed, earlier work4 has shown that

the K-means process tends to asymmetrically

move clusters to denser regions, due to its

mean-shift-like update rule. The hierarchical

quantization process magnifies such asymmet-

ric division because the clustering metric is

independent within each cluster at each hierar-

chical layer.

Partially due to unbiased similarity metrics,

the nearest-neighbor (NN) search is inaccurate,

a finding that is validated in Table 1. We

selected 3,000 images from our Seattle street-

side photo database to build a three-branch,

five-level VT with 0.7 million features (an aver-

age of 2,800 in each word). Then we evaluated

the quantization error by the overlapping ratio

between searching in the word and searching

in the entire feature space, to see the degree

of mismatch using VT quantization. We denote

the previous searches as global-scale NN and

leaf-scale NN.

In Table 1, NN means the number of nearest

neighbors, and greedy N-best path (GNP)

denotes the number of branches we paralleled

in GNP search,6 which is used to include

more neighborhood leaves in search. When

employing GNP in search, GNP ¼ n is the max-

imum number of paths that we keep at each

level, from which we extend the next-round

search as children. Once the maximum of

branches (denoted as B) are less than GNP, we

keep only B candidates. Note that n candidates

might belong to different parents.

The distribution of textual words in docu-

ments follows Zipf’s Law,8 which states that

the most frequent words occupy a dominant

portion in word occurrences. By drawing the

word frequency and the amount of words

(ranked by frequency) in a log�log style, their

distribution would approximate a straight

line. In contrast, as illustrated in Figure 2 (next

page), codeword distribution does not follow

Zipf’s Law,9 which could be caused by the sub-

optimal vocabulary hierarchy.

Using the current vocabulary,9,10 TF-IDF could

not give its best performance.2 This limitation
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Figure 1. Feature-word frequency distribution (in log-log plot) of the finest-level words: (a) UKBench and (b) SCity data set. The x-axis

is the number of features contained in each cluster (word), the y-axis is the frequency of these words. The fewer features in a cluster,

the fewer images it contains, and hence the more discriminative it is in bag of words.
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Table 1. Hierarchical quantization errors measured using the overlapping rates (%).

NN\GNP Path ¼ 1 Path ¼ 3 Path ¼ 5 Path ¼ 10 Path ¼ 15 Path ¼ 20

NN ¼ 50 41.46 73.34 85.00 94.53 97.11 98.18

NN ¼ 200 57.46 66.21 79.00 92.02 95.00 97.48

NN ¼ 1,000 11.54 38.27 51.57 67.48 85.16 94.91

NN ¼ 2,000 6.38 25.68 40.59 58.54 79.21 92.42
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is caused by the suboptimal vocabulary hierar-

chy, which is produced by the asymmetric

similarity metric in quantization. In the hier-

archical quantization, the discriminative

patches (sparser regions that appear in fewer

images) would be coarsely quantized (given

lower IDF than it should be in an optimal vo-

cabulary). And the general patches (denser

regions that frequently appear in many

images) would be finely quantized (gain an

inappropriately higher IDF than it should be

in an optimal vocabulary). Such bias is magni-

fied by hierarchical clustering. To a certain de-

gree, it can explain why IDF is less effective in

visual search systems.9

We can further infer that, in the current sub-

optimal vocabulary, the stop-words removal

would not be very helpful. In many cases,

there are no frequent visual words such as ‘‘a’’

and ‘‘the’’ in text. This is a finding that has

been validated in other research.9

Can we reapply a vocabulary built on one

database to a new database? Dealing with a

new database, a common strategy is to generate

a new vocabulary. However, the time cost to do

this for a large-scale database is high. It’s a nat-

ural shortcut to reuse an existing vocabulary,

but it’s hard to construct a generalized visual

codebook that is suitable for all scenarios, espe-

cially when the new database has different data

volumes and properties. On the other hand, to

maintain a retrieval system in an incremental

scenario, we should be able to guarantee its

extensibility. For instance, a mobile location-

recognition system should be able to account

for scene variances caused by season changes

(such as snow in winter or green trees in sum-

mer). While rebuilding the vocabulary does

cost time, it is a better way to allow the vocab-

ulary to be incrementally adaptive.

Optimizing vocabulary hierarchy
To handle suboptimal visual words, we

refine the hierarchical magnifications of the

asymmetric quantization metric. We estimate,

unsupervised, a density field in the local feature

space to measure the distribution tightness of

local features. This estimation guides the subse-

quent hierarchical quantization procedure. We

expand denser clusters and shrink sparser clus-

ters, which then corrects the clustering bias of

K-means clustering at each level. Hence, we

can obtain more meaningful visual words at

the finest level.

First, the density field in the scale-invariant

feature transform (SIFT) space is approximated

using the density of SIFT points:

DðiÞ ¼ 1

n

Xn

j¼1

e�jjxi�xjjjL2

D(i) is the point density of the i-th SIFT point,

n is the total number of SIFT points in this data

set, and xj is the j-th SIFT point. We use the L2

distance to evaluate the distance between two

SIFT points.

To improve computational efficiency, we ap-

proximate the density of each point using only

its local neighbors, as shown in Equation 1:

~Dði; JÞ ¼ 1

J

XJ

j¼1

e�jjxi�xjjjL2 ð1Þ

~Dði; JÞ is the point-density of the i-th SIFT in its

J-neighbor. To accelerate above neighborhood

approximation, we first cluster the database

into K clusters (complexity O(K � h0 � l0)),

with h0 iterations on l0 points, then conduct

NN search in each cluster (complexity O(l0/K)).

Consequently, the similarity metric in hier-

archical K-means is refined by the following

density-based adaptation in which the density
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Figure 2. Two-branch,

13-level word

distribution (a) in

the original and

(b) density-based-

metric-learning

vocabulary tree in

the SCity database. In

both subfigures in this

figure, the words are

ranked by their term

weighting frequencies

(log�log plot).
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of each cluster is the averaged density of points

in it:

DisSimðc; iÞ ¼ AveDenðcÞ �Disðccenter ; iÞ

DisSim(c, i) is the similarity in DML-based K-

means between the c-th cluster and the i-th

point; AveDen(c) is the average density of

SIFT points in the c-th cluster, and Dis(ccenter,i)

is the distance between the centroid SIFT point

of c and the i-th SIFT point.

The algorithm shown in Figure 3 presents

the flow of our DML-based unsupervised vocab-

ulary optimization. Compared to state-of-the-

art metric learning, our algorithm offers two

improvements: first, once the density field of

the entire feature set is calculated, it could be

iteratively reemployed to each layer in each fea-

ture subset and therefore suitable for hierarchi-

cal quantization; second, the image label is not

mandatory, so the proposed method is scalable

to a large database.

We use this optimized vocabulary hierarchy

to improve retrieval. Traditional methods2,3

query the inverted files at each hierarchical

level using internal nodes. But such strategies

will increase the computational cost2 by com-

paring nonzero words in all hierarchies. To

address this cost, we use unsupervised hierar-

chical rejection to accelerate the hierarchy-

integrated online ranking. If SIFT points are

matched at a deeper level, they would be also

matched at a higher layer. Therefore, we ana-

logize the integration of middle levels to a

boosting chain.5

Considering each hierarchical level as a can-

didate selector, the upper levels generally have

higher recall, while the lower levels have higher

precision. We treat each level as a candidate

image pool, which stores the qualified candi-

dates that have passed the upper-level voting.

Within this candidate image pool, we calculate

their similarity to the query using the BoW

model at this level. We rank their similarities

and reject the most dissimilar images from

the candidate pool. Then we pass the surviving

images to the next level’s candidate pool. This

process ends at the finest level, where its BoW

is adopted to output the final ranking. Figure 4

shows the algorithm.

Transferring the vocabulary hierarchy
In vision-based recognition, there is limited

work on retrieval-model adaption. In visual

vocabulary-based scene recognition, once the

original database is renewed by adding new

data, the data-distribution diversity affects

model effectiveness. To maintain model effec-

tiveness over database variance, we propose a

vocabulary adaptation. When it comes to an in-

cremental database with new images being

added, regenerating the entire model all over

again can achieve the best performance, but

it’s time consuming to do so, especially for an

online system.

An alternative scheme is to produce only the

BoW for new images, without rebuilding the
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1. Input: SIFT feature set D, clustering stopping

threshold T, number of nearest neighbors J in

density approximation, hierarchical level h¼1~H,

splitting number for each clustering task C.

2. Density Field Construction: {
3. Coarse Clustering D into K clusters

4. For each SIFT feature di {
5. Find its m neighbors within its

corresponding cluster ck.

6. Estimate density field at di by Eq.2}}
7. DML-based Hierarchy Construction: {
8. For each level h:{
9. For each cluster ck from the upper-level:{
10. If:{Feature volume in ck is less than T }
11. Skip this iteration.

12. Clustering data again into C clusters,

in which Eq.3 is employed as DML-

based distance}}
13. For each ci in level h (totally Ch):{
14. Inverted index all images Ij that have

features quantized to ci into word ci.}}
15. Output: The DML-based vocabulary hierarchy

C1-CH with inverted indexing.

Figure 4. Hierarchical

candidate-rejection

chain algorithm.

1. Input: A query image with m SIFT features, the

DML-based vocabulary tree with H levels,

candidate image set I: i1-in selected from a coarse

level, ascending recognition threshold T: T1-TH

2. For a vocabulary hierarchy level h from 1 to H

{
3. If . . . Else . . .Test: {
4. Go through level h using m query features;

get its middle-level BoW query vector;

compare it with BoW of candidate images

at h.

5. Find top Th dissimilar images as I 0;
6. I = I - I 0}
7. Stop Test: {
8. If:{image volume of I is less than 50}
9. Or: {h == H }
10. Rank the remaining images in I as the final

ranking results}}
}

11. Output: The final ranked list of candidate images.

Figure 3. Unsupervised

hierarchy-optimization

algorithm.
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entire vocabulary. However, doing so would

cause accumulated errors in the long term.

Yeh et al. proposed an adaptation for incremen-

tally indexing the renewed data set.11 In their

system, new data points are directly transferred

to grow tree nodes. However, this approach

can’t be adopted for an incremental scenario

where new data is frequently arriving, leading

to frequent adaptation and BoW regeneration

for each image.

Also, it doesn’t consider how to transfer the

vocabulary model to a different data set. Our

approach, VT shift, is triggered in cases where

the distribution of new local features is diverse

enough from the original database. This diver-

sity is measured by a KL-based criterion. Our

solution transfers one vocabulary from one

database to another. In such cases, it might

not work if we only transfer the leaf-node visual

words. We therefore should transfer the entire

vocabulary hierarchy, including both leaf

words and middle-level nodes.

As for cross-database indexing, as presented

in the algorithm shown in Figure 5, SIFT fea-

tures of a new database are first sent through

the original vocabulary hierarchy. Then, term

weightings of the words are updated. This

renewed frequency of each leaf node reveals

its rationale for existence, and the necessity of

further expansion or removal. Leaf nodes that

are either overweighted or overlightened are

defined as unstable nodes, and are adaptively

reassigned as follows:

� Leaf delete: if the feature frequency of a leaf

is lower than a minimum threshold, its fea-

tures are reassigned back to its parent. Subse-

quently, its parent uses its subtree (with this

parent as root node) to assign these features

to the nearest leaves (except the deleted

leaf).

� Parent withdraw: if a leaf is the only child of

its parent and its frequency is lower than a

threshold, we withdraw this leaf and down-

grade its parent into a new leaf.

� Leaf split: if the feature frequency of a leaf is

higher than the maximum threshold, we

regrow this node as a subtree with the

same branch factor in construction.

Our leaf delete, parent withdraw, and leaf

split operations consider not only the case of

newly arrived data, but also newly removed

data. We scan the entire vocabulary hierarchy

(in a top-down manner), identify all unstable

nodes (not only visual words but also middle-

level nodes), and add them into an operation

queue for three operations. In the operation

queue, our algorithm checks whether the

newly generated nodes are stable, then pushes

new unstable nodes into the operation queue.

Implementation
We developed a location-recognition system

called Photo2Search using this scheme. This

system is deployed over a scene database,

where each scene contains multiple images

and is associated with a GPS location. On the

server side, images are indexed offline, before-

hand. At the user end, a user takes a photo of

his or her surroundings (using a PDA or a

mobile phone) and sends this photo to the

server, in which the patch-based recognition

is carried out to identify which scene it belongs

to. Figure 6 shows the interface.

Two data sets were investigated: SCity and

UKBench. SCity contains 24,500 street-side

photos, automatically captured along Seattle

streets by a car. We resized these photos to

400 � 300 pixels and extracted averaged 300

SIFT features. Every six successive photos were

defined as a scene. UKBench is a benchmark

to measure near-duplicate retrieval performance.2
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1. Input: SIFT set D of new dataset, empty

Operation Queue (OQ).

2. For each feature di in D:{
3. Recalculate TF of its belonging word wj in D

4. Increase the feature frequency Fre of wj}
5. Go through each leaf node ni of the vocabu-

lary hierarchy:{
6. If Frei � £min or Frei � £max

7. Push ni into OQ.}
}

8. While the OQ is not empty:

{
9. Get the first element nj

10. If Frei � £min:{
11. If there are siblings nj

sibling of nj

12. {Leaf Delete, push all nj
sibling into OQ.}

13. Else:
14. {Parent Withdraw, push nj’s parent into

OQ.}}
15. If Frei � £max:{
16. Leaf Split, push new leaves into OQ.}}
17. Delete nj.

}
18. Output: Refined vocabulary hierarchy.

Figure 5. Vocabulary

hierarchy adaptation

with VT shift.
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It contains 10,000 images of CD covers and in-

door objects. In SCity, the last image of each

scene was used to build the query test, and

the first five were used to build the vocabulary.

In UKBench, the first image of each category

was added to the query set.

We used the success rate at N(SR@N) to eval-

uate the retrieval performance. SR@N is com-

monly used in evaluating question-answering

systems. SR@N represents the probability of

finding a correct answer in the top N results:

SR@N ¼ 1

Q

XQ

q¼1

Pn
i¼1 �ðN � posðaiÞÞ

n

In total, there are Q queries. For each, we eval-

uate the rank of its top n answers, where ai is

the answer of query q, pos(ai) is its position,

(x) ¼ 1, if x � 0, otherwise y(x) ¼ 0.

We adopt the Difference of Gaussians (DoG)

model to detect interest points in each database

image.12 Before detection, we first downsample

an image into 400 � 300 pixels. There are, on

average, 300 to 400 interest points per image.

We then build a Hessian matrix for each

detected point in the scale space, and calculate

the ratio between its determinant and trace,

with a threshold to filter out points from

edges rather than from corners or conjunctions.

We built a two-branch, 13-level VT for both

SCity and UKBench databases. In both trees, if a

node had fewer than 2,000 local image feature

vectors, we stopped its K-means division, re-

gardless of whether it had achieved the deepest

level. In the tree adaptation, the maximum

threshold £max was settled as 40,000; the mini-

mum threshold £min was set as 250. We chose

to adopt the most efficient approach (both off-

line construction and online search) to build

the vocabulary hierarchy using bipartition. In

online search, for each test feature vector, we

only need log2(n) comparisons for a vocabulary

containing n visual words.

We decided the hierarchical level by cross val-

idation, which we carried out on 100 random-

selected photos. In both databases, the best-

fit levels were both 13 (approximately 10,000

words). Although the SCity data set has more

photos than UKBench, we just need almost

identical amounts of visual words to achieve

the best performance in the validation set. In-

deed, photos (street views) in SCity are more

similar than those in UKBench, which result

in many similar feature vectors that are quan-

tized together to produce one visual word.

We used three state-of-the-art baselines: the

original VT reported in UKBench; the GNP

approach, to demonstrate our efficiency and

effectiveness in exploiting middle-level

nodes; and scalable acceptance radius cluster-

ing,4 which is the state-of-the-art vocabulary-

optimization baseline.

Optimization results
Figure 7 (next page) presents the SR@N in

UKBench before and after DML. Each subfigure

contains four groups of comparisons:

� leaf comparison, in which only the leaf

nodes were used for BoW ranking;

� leaf comparison þ IDF weighting;

� hierarchical chain, in which we adopted the

hierarchical rejection chain for efficient

ranking; and

� hierarchical chain þ IDF, which combines

BoW vectors at hierarchical level with IDF

weights in efficient ranking.

It’s obvious that, before DML, the effectiveness

of both the hierarchical rejection chain and hi-

erarchical IDF is not significant. Nonetheless,

combined performance of both methods after

DML is significant, almost 20 percent over

the leaf-level baseline. Figure 7 shows that

the DML vocabulary performs much more ef-

fectively than the original vocabulary, with

20 percent higher performance.

The same result holds in SCity (see Figure 7).

Indeed, these results can be explained by

Figure 2, where the word distribution in each

hierarchical level follows Zipf’s Law more ef-

fectively, meaning the vocabulary is more
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Figure 6. Photo2Search

is a vision-based,

location-recognition

system.
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discriminative and suitable for using IDF. By

following Zipf’s Law, the textual word distribu-

tion has been proven to be suitable for using

TF-IDF in document-similarity ranking.

Figure 8 compares our method with GNP.

We increased the GNP number in the search

of both original and DML vocabularies, reveal-

ing the difference of SR@1 between our hierar-

chical rejection chain and GNP-based search.

Figure 8 shows that when the GNP number is

not large enough, GNP cannot outperform

our strategy. Also, using DML, our hierarchical-

rejection chain performed much more effec-

tively. In Figure 8, with an identical x-axis in-

crease, the GNP has consistent complexity

increases. Once GNP outperforms our strategy,

its search cost is almost five times larger.

We also provide another comparison of our

DML by incorporating scalable acceptance ra-

dius clustering4 onto the finest level of visual

words , where the upper-level vocabulary is

identical. We tuned mean shift scales to

achieve the best results in our implementation.

As shown in Figure 9, DML performed well.

SR@N enhancements are approximately 10 per-

cent in UKBench and 6 percent in SCity (H ¼
[1, 9]). One additional advantage of our DML

strategy lies in our efficiency for hierarchical-

vocabulary construction. We only need to

estimate DML once, and then we can use this

estimate to refine the similarity metric in hier-

archical clustering.

We also evaluated how the chain level

affects the recognition performance in

UKBench. We compared our method to that

of Nister et al.,2 which combines middle levels

into a unified BoW vector, shown in Figure 9.

Compared to weighted combination of their

approach,2 our method can achieve better

performance.

Performance analysis
We conducted VT shift tests between

UKBench and SCity and found that direct reap-

plication of a vocabulary across data sets would

cause significant performance degradation.

However, the VT shift algorithm can address

the tree-adaptation problem by reclustering
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Figure 8. (a) Precision and (b) time cost comparison between hierarchical

recognition chain (one-way) and greedy N-best path (GNP). (With the GNP

number range from 1 to 11).

Figure 7. Performance comparison on (a) UKBench original tree; (b) UKBench density-based metric learning (DML) tree; (c) SCity

original tree; and (d) SCity DML tree.
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(shown in Table 2). Also, the VT shift in a DML

tree performs much more effectively than that

in the original tree, which is shown in Table 2.

In extreme cases, if all features of the new

database are crowded into a single leaf, VT

shift would conduct reclustering of the whole

database.

In addition, we also show the performance

in using plain level K-means clustering, original

vocabulary and Hamming embedding,13 and

DML vocabulary and Hamming embedding.

While using the hierarchical structure would

reduce the search precision, our approach can

largely improve search precision by learning

an optimal vocabulary hierarchy. On the

other hand, our hierarchical vocabulary is

much more efficient than single level K-

means clustering, which is also difficult to

extend into a large codebook size. In addition,

while Hamming embedding works well for

the original hierarchical vocabulary, its im-

provement isn’t as significant in DML-based

hierarchical vocabulary. While Hamming

embedding tries to eliminate the quantization

error, it indicates our DML learning already

largely reduces the quantization errors in the

hierarchical vocabulary.

Facing newly arrived images, if the distribu-

tion of new data is almost identical to the orig-

inal database, adaptation could be postponed.

Hence, we can reduce the computational cost

in large-scale image database. We only carry

out model adaptation when either of following

cases is met: the volume of new images is large

enough or the distribution of new images is

extremely diverse. To combine these factors,
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Figure 9.

(a) Performance

comparisons with Jurie

et al.4 in UKBench.

(b) Performance of the

hierarchical chain at

different hierarchy

levels (hierarchical

recognition chain

versus hierarchical

weighted combination).

Table 2. Performance analysis of VT shift.

Reclustering Tree/SR@N N ¼ 1 N ¼ 2 N ¼ 3 N ¼ 4 N ¼ 5 Time (s)

(UKBench) vs. VT shift Original 0.196 0.287 0.379 0.433 0.497 8394.9

(SCity to UKBench) DML 0.419 0.466 0.534 0.611 0.669 8279.5

Shift original 0.194 0.257 0.330 0.376 0.438 1937.4

Shift DML 0.348 0.422 0.475 0.537 0.563 1988.2

(SCity) vs. VT shift Original 0.152 0.269 0.339 0.404 0.433 6034.2

(UKBench to SCity) DML 0.292 0.367 0.421 0.484 0.509 6129.4

Shift original 0.095 0.173 0.227 0.289 0.311 1434.7

Shift DML 0.206 0.329 0.403 0.453 0.481 1125.3
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we present an adaptation-trigger criterion that

uses KL.

First, data distribution is measured by its

sample density. Facing new data points (fea-

tures extracted from new images), we evaluate

the data dissimilarity DiverAccu between the

original database and new data points by their

density-based KL relative entropy estimation:

DiverAccu ¼
Xn

i¼1

~Dnewði; JÞ log
~Dnewði; JÞ

~DorgðNearestðiÞ; JÞ
ð2Þ

~Dnewði; JÞ is the density of new data at the

i-th data point in its J neighborhood;
~DorgðNearestðiÞ; JÞ is the density of old data in

the J neighborhood of the i-th new data. From

Equation 2, the data diversity increases as the

volume of new data points increases and as the

distribution of the original database and new

data points are more diverse. Consequently, we

control the incremental indexing by a trigger

operation in the algorithm shown in Figure 5.

When fusing new data points in the original

database, the point density in the original data-

base doesn’t need to be updated. Indeed, the

former density estimations can be partially pre-

served. We only need to modify

~DUpdateði; JÞ ¼ ~Dorgði;kÞ þDnewði; J � kÞ

where k is the number of remaining original

points in the J neighbors, which is achieved

by comparing the new data with the former-

stored m NN of each point.

In the algorithm shown in Figure 10, mmax is

a tradeoff between search efficiency and lower

cost of incremental indexing. This settlement

depends on the application requirements. For

instance, in online image search, we could settle

a large mmax to maintain a minimum computa-

tional demand. In contrast, for our Photo2-

Search online service, we usually maintain a

very small mmax, to ensure that once new photos

are uploaded, our system can immediately

adapt to these variances to ensure precision.

We compare our incremental indexing with

three methods: reclustering the entire renewed

database, which has the best performance as an

upper bound; the original vocabulary that

regenerates BoW vectors for new images,

which has no adaptation in hierarchy structure

and is the performance baseline; and without

the adaptation trigger criterion. Figure 11
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6. If DiverAccumulate � �max (The maximum
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presents the performance by SR@1 comparison

of these three methods, in which the startup

of each method is triggered by the relative-

entropy based criterion. Compared to the

sequential-incremental indexing method, our

criterion-constrained method can perform

equally well. Furthermore, as presented in

Figure 11, only six adaptation operations are

conducted, compared to the former 15 sequen-

tial adaptations. In addition, it reduces over

70 percent of the computational cost and

performs more effectively than sequential-

incremental indexing at 4, 6, 7, and 14 inputs,

where the trigger criterion is satisfied and the

incremental indexing procedure is finished.

Conclusion
Our framework represents a novel, unsuper-

vised DML model for efficient hierarchical metric

adaptation, with a novel hierarchical rejection
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Related Work
In large-scale applications, single-level vocabulary lacks

online search efficiency. Therefore, hierarchical vocabulary

quantization is usually adopted1-4 in this circumstance.

There are many representative research projects in this

area, particularly in vocabulary tree,1 approximate K-means,4

and their variances.5-9 Compared to single-level quantiza-

tion, hierarchical structure largely accelerates the location

of a local feature to its best-fit codeword.

Using hierarchical quantization, retrieval performance is

closely associated with the vocabulary hierarchy. Recent

projects have revealed that the hierarchical structure is the

genesis of many search-performance degenerations, such

as the suboptimal codebook construction,7 the ineffective-

ness in term weighting and middle-level nodes,1 and the

model flexibility in different databases. For instance, Philbin

et al.9 adopted codeword fuzzy matching to handle hierar-

chical quantization errors. Yang et al. investigated the vocab-

ulary size, term weighting, and stop-word removal in Pascal

and Trecvid.6 However, to the best of our knowledge, in-

depth optimization of this hierarchical construction has not

yet been explored.

Rather than optimizing the hierarchy structure during the

vocabulary construction, previous work mainly focuses on

word refinement in the lowest-level.2,3,10 Jurie et al. pre-

sented a scalable acceptance radius clustering to refine

the K-means clustering bias.7 Jegou et al. proposed a

contextual-dissimilar-measure metric.11 Learning to select

codewords is another solution.5,8 Wang et al. proposed

a codeword selection by boosting.5 Leung et al. investigated

mutual information and odds ratios to learn an optimized

codebook.8

However, these supervised-learning systems are unsuit-

able for large-scale search, due to the difficulty in obtaining

sufficient training examples. To integrate middle-level nodes

for similarity matching, Grauman et al. proposed a pyramid

matching kernel to measure data similarity.12 In another

project,1 Nister et al. combined middle-level nodes in vocab-

ulary to refine word-level similarity ranking.
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chain for efficient online search. In addition,

the VT shift algorithm can handle incremental

and cross-database search. As for our future

work in this area, we plan to extend the current

VT shift algorithm into a supervised setting

with the help of potential category labels to re-

fine the vocabulary adaption procedure MM
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